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The Danish producer in an era of convergence and globalization: An interview with Meta Louise Foldager

ABSTRACT
Producers are seldom the focus of screen studies research, but this interview with Danish producer Meta Louise Foldager demonstrates just how useful these vital creators are to understanding the Scandinavian film and television industries, both of which currently find themselves in periods of rapid change. The interview focuses on three themes: the differing roles that the producer plays in film and television production; the state of the Danish film industry; and the burgeoning television drama industry in Denmark. Throughout these three sections, Foldager discusses how local and global forces are influencing her work and that of her colleagues in both industries.
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INTRODUCTION
Producers, particularly those working outside the Hollywood studio system, remain relatively anonymous in film and television studies, with scholars in the two fields tending to focus on directors and writers as the central creative talents in their respective media. While scholars


Although Mankell is more famous as a novelist, he also routinely features in discourses about Swedish television drama due to his work as head writer on *Wallander*, which of course was based on his novels.

This general neglect has also been manifest in studies of Scandinavian cinema and television where auteur figures such as Ingmar Bergman, Lars von Trier and Henning Mankell have dominated historiographies of film and television drama. The following interview hopes to showcase the potential for taking a different methodological approach and placing the producer at the centre of the discussion, a decision that is all the more compelling given the close proximity this particular producer has had to both auteur directors and celebrated television writers throughout her career. The following piece is derived from two interviews the author carried out with Meta Louise Foldager, a Danish-based producer whose careers in both media have involved a great deal of transnational deal-making and collaboration. As such, Foldager is uniquely positioned to illuminate many of the key facets of the contemporary Zeitgeist in the Scandinavian screen industries, which are seeing unprecedented levels of globalization in terms of industrial and creative collaboration as well as convergences of many kinds between film and television drama, with the latter arguably becoming the most globally visible stage for screen artists from the region. By highlighting Foldager in her own words, this article seeks not only to provide a new perspective on these vital issues for scholars in the field but also to remind them that producers are a largely untapped scholarly resource for understanding film and television culture.

**CAREER OVERVIEW**

Before delving into the discussion with Foldager, some background on her career is in order. Producing became something of a calling for Foldager in her teen years when she initially set out, like many aspiring film-makers, to direct film and theatre projects with classmates, only to realize that she enjoyed organization and collaboration more than directing. This, combined with her manifest talents in these areas, led her to pursue formal training in producing, but discovered that she did not fit the standard age profile for students in the producing degree course at the National Film School of Denmark (at 17, she was told by school administrators that the average age of beginning students was 23). Rather than applying to the course, she pursued a degree in Cinema Studies elsewhere and taught herself the practice of producing through reading, working in the local industry and eventually doing fieldwork in Los Angeles for her degree.

From these beginnings, Foldager landed her first producing job as an intern with Zeitgeist, a now defunct micro-budget independent company in Denmark. From this position she rose through the ranks, performing virtually every task at the company at one point or another as they put together a feature, the science fiction film *Skyggen* (Nielsen, 1998), and co-produced another, the comedy *Regel No. 1/Rule No. 1* (Ussing, 2003). Her achievements at Zeitgeist ultimately drew the attention of Nimbus...
Films, where Foldager received her first full producing credit on a feature for *Kongkabale/ King’s Game* (2004) the first in a string of successful partnerships with director Nikolaj Arcel. Foldager went on to make two more features with Nimbus (*Nordkraft/Angels in Fast Motion* [Madsen, 2005] and *Liv* [Faist, 2006]) before Lars von Trier asked her to produce *Direktøren for det hele/The Boss of It All* (2006) for Zentropa. The partnership with von Trier put Foldager on the international stage and she went on to produce two of the director’s most controversial films: *Antichrist* (2009) and *Melancholia* (2011). Contrary to the director’s public image as a difficult, self-involved artist, Foldager compares working with von Trier to ‘extreme sports, but in a good way’, calling it ‘the most rewarding experience of [her] career’. Besides these high-profile films, Foldager produced nine other features at Zentropa along with a number of shorts and a television series, while serving in a variety of roles on assorted other projects. The work in features during this phase of her career included three further collaborations with Arcet with *En kongelig affære/A Royal Affair* (2012), the most recent film they have made together to date, garnering an Academy Award nomination for Best Foreign Language Motion Picture.

Foldager struck out on her own as an independent producer in 2012, forming Meta Film first and later, in 2014, establishing SAM Productions with Adam Price (creator of *Borgen/The Fortress* [2010-2014]) and Søren Sveistrup (creator of *Forbrydelsen/The Killing* [2007-2012]) with an eye towards producing high-end television drama. Meta Films has thus far been involved in four feature films and a television series, with 2015’s *Sommersen 92/Summer of ’92* (Barfoed, 2015) its biggest box office hit in Denmark to date. SAM, which was set up with funding from French film and television distributor Studiocanal and other investors, recently landed its first commission for Adam Price’s new series *Rides Upon the Storm*, which will air in 2017 and 2018.

Given the current state of the Danish screen industries and indeed those of Scandinavia at large, Foldager’s experience and current projects make her an invaluable source for scholars in the field. As such, the interviews have been edited to focus on three themes that are especially pertinent to scholarly debates. The first is concerned with the work of the producer in both film and television and how the demands of that role are changing in an age of convergence between the two media. The second pertains specifically to the Danish feature film industry as seen from the trenches at Meta Film. The final section deals with the creation of SAM and what this company tells us about the global forces that are shaping this segment of the screen industries.

**THE WORK OF THE PRODUCER IN FILM AND TELEVISION**

The labour of the producer is central to all aspects of screen media production and consumption, but this labour is barely mentioned within popular and academic discourses concerning film and television. Such collective under-appreciation of this pivotal figure has had the effect of distorting our understanding of film and television history. Perhaps one of the reasons for the disregard of the producer is that the role itself is difficult to define and very seldom even consistent from film to film, or indeed from producer to producer. If producers themselves cannot agree on what they do, how can the general public or media scholars begin to appreciate their work? But we should not be detained by the ambiguities of the title of producer or, in the case of television especially, that of executive producer. Instead we should take these as vital entry points for understanding how the creative process of media production transpires.
In the amorphousness that characterizes much production labour - generally accepted to include attention to the commercial dimensions of a project as well as creative ones such as script development and the 'packag-ing' of creative talents - there remains a great deal of scope for a producer to assert influence over a project in ways ranging from standard definitions of the role to methods and skills that often defy precise articulation but nonetheless are potentially fascinating to students of the respective media. Examples of these intangible skills can range from taste, persuasiveness and salesmanship to sensitivity, leadership and resourcefulness. Indeed, one of the most reveal-ing questions an interviewer can ask of a producer is to define his or her role beyond a mundane list of the tasks carried out, with two producers seldom giving the same response. This question is put to Foldager below and her answers tell us a great deal about making film and television in Scandinavia, particularly when it comes to working with auteur talents, whether they be celebrated directors or showrunners, and multiple stakeholders who invariably band together to fund much independent production in the region.

Foldager’s career has been contemporaneous with the emergence of the so-called ‘golden age’ of television drama, an age with special importance to Scandinavia, which has been home to seminal European television dramas including Lars von Trier’s medical show *Riget/The Kingdom* (1994), the political drama *The Fortress*, and perhaps most famously, the ‘Scandi-Noir’ crime series that have achieved global fame, including such titles as *Wallander* (2005-2013), *Broen/Bron/The Bridge* (2011-) and *The Killing*. This Zeitgeist has shaped Foldager’s career in profound ways, particularly with the launch of SAM, and she is thus well placed to understand the differences between the two media. If one of the defining characteristics of this current age of television has been the migration of key talents such as directors, writers and stars from the big screen to the small one, we must also begin to think about producers in a time when seemingly every production house is launching a television division. Far from being consistent across the two media, the role of the producer actually changes in ways that are simultaneously obvious and subtle, and Foldager here points out some of these. In industries as small as those of Scandinavia, understanding the actual difficulties inherent in moving between the two media is crucial to assessing the value of producing talent and appreciating the challenges of educating the next generation of producers who are required to advance and develop industries and drive innovation in the respective art forms.

**CM:** Do you think the young film producing talents in Denmark have the skills that they need? What do you think are the key talents required of producers in Denmark or Scandinavia specifically?

**MLF:** I think the emerging producers are very good on the whole. The most important skills as a producer, though, are skills that you do not learn in school. They are interpersonal skills that you learn on your own. The most important for me can be best summed up with the German expression *Fingerspitzengefühl*—literally, ‘the sensitivity of the fingertips’. This means when you go into a room, when you work with a director, how you are with the director on any given day. What do you say in front of a financier? Is this person in a good or bad mood? Can I hold forth? Can I negotiate? If I say this word to this person, will they jump at it? If I pitch this project to this person, what will this person’s interest actually be? Would they feel connected to the material?
That sensitivity towards other people is *Fingerspitzefühl*. I think it's a wonderful word and I think it's a very important skill to be able to read people, to use that in your work and with people who are on set or in a financing meeting or reading a script - you can use it in everything. You can know everything about the media world, everything about financing, everything about putting together a budget. If you do not have the right interpersonal skills, you are going to be in trouble.

**CM:** Having produced two television series before forming 5AM and now being in development with several projects at 5AM, what in your experience are the major differences between producing for television versus producing for film?

**MLF:** Many of the differences stem from the scale of producing a longer format for television. There can be ten to thirteen episodes and sometimes they turn out quite fast and you need to keep up the pace. For example, you may need to keep notes and to read six drafts of Episode 3 and still remember what changes are made in Episode 2, in the six drafts of Episode 2, and so on. There's a whole system that is just so different from when you develop a script for a movie.

There is a lot to learn between being a movie producer and going into television also on the legal side. Deals with the television networks, deals with the actors, and so on. How long do you keep the actors [under contract] for? In the US, they hire them for six seasons, six years of work when they enter into the first season. What do the actors, producers, writers or directors expect in terms of royalties and residuals? How do you pay a writer working for five years instead of for one movie script? Everything is different.

**CM:** Would you like to see more formal, specialist training made available in these television producing skills?

**MLF:** I think you need to be hands on. I think you need to actually experience a television series in production. Of course some of it can be learned. On the legal side a lot of skills can be learned and at least knowing where the differences are can be taught.

**ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY DANISH FILM PRODUCTION**

While much attention has been focused on Scandinavian television drama in recent years, the film industry has undergone important changes - some of which have been arguably occasioned by developments in the realm of television - and produced many important works in its own right. Producers often straddle the artistic and commercial worlds that surround and shape media production and are thus uniquely positioned to provide insights into how industries change and how those changes impact the works that end up being made. Over the course of her career with Nimbus and Zentropa, Foldager worked on some of the most important Danish films in recent memory. Since the launch of Meta Film, she has come even more directly into contact with the many forces shaping the Danish industry, including those emanating from home and abroad.

Much has been said in debates on Danish and European cinema about the ongoing dialectic between the national and transnational and how this influences film-makers. In the age of increasing governmental austerity throughout the continent that accompanied the financial crises of the late...
2000s and early 2010s, which saw a reduction in public subsidies for production, many European film-makers have increasingly turned to the international marketplace and production in English in pursuit of larger audiences. Among the many Scandinavian film-makers to tread this path have been Thomas Vinterberg, Susanne Bier and Lars von Trier. But as film-makers across the region, and indeed the continent, have rushed into this segment of the market it has become crowded. Competition for financing and talent has seldom been more intense than in recent years, perhaps triggering a return to the local amongst many. Even as this is occurring, many 'local' films are surprisingly global in their production histories and international circulation. The following excerpts deal with Foldager's experience of this complex situation, beginning with a discussion of her most recent film *Summer of '92*, a look back at the Danish national football team that won the 1992 Euro football tournament against all odds and expectations.

CM: *Summer of '92* is something of a paradox in that it is a co-production and you have a big international sales agent on board — London-based Han Way Films — but in a way it is your most locally themed film to date in terms of being a Danish story with the national football team's great success in the Euro '92 competition. How's it going in terms of international sales for the film? I know it did quite well at the Danish box office, but how is it travelling?

MLF: I don't have the financial projection for that as yet, but another film I produced, *A Royal Affair*, was also very Danish as it was about the Danish King and Queen and Danish history, but it travelled very well. This one seems harder to sell, which surprises me, and the team, but we will see.

CM: The transnational collaborations on *Summer of '92* were really multifaceted; could you talk about some of these? Specifically, I am thinking of the creative collaboration with British producers and what it was like to work with British sales agents Han Way.

MLF: The UK producer Kris Thykier was the one who brought the idea to me and he had already got the writers and the director for the project. He was looking for a Danish producer to produce the movie with. It's been a pleasure working with Kris and it's also been a whole new way of working for me. We would be in Denmark where the way we do a trailer is different, the way we give notes is different. Then of course there is stuff that is still the same. Also, in Denmark every producer works their own way and so on but I think there is a cultural difference. Kris is actually half Danish but he grew up in England so he is also British. There is a difference in how you do an e-mail in the two countries. There is a similar difference between France and the UK. There is a difference from Denmark to Sweden and so on, but I enjoy these differences.

CM: I wanted to ask about your professional and commercial relationships because this is an important part of the work of the producer, to develop and maintain such relationships. Meta Film has a first look deal with Svensk Filmindustri (SF). Is that just for the Danish market or is that far across Scandinavia?

MLF: Denmark.

CM: When it comes to international sales, do you have an ongoing relationship with Han Way?
MLF: No. We are working with a lot of different sales agents. We work with [French-based] Indie Sales on another movie (Sorgenfri/What We Became [Mikkelsen, 2015]), we worked with Celluloid Dreams on another, we worked with SF on another one, we even went with Nordisk Films. For every movie it is a new sales agent. We do quite different kinds of movies and every movie is its own movie and we want to be sold by the ones that are best assigned to that specific movie and I haven’t found reasons to change my mind about that yet.

CM: So you decide on a project-by-project basis. Currently, one hears all sorts of horror stories about the market far pre-sales and other types of funding arrangements. Is this impacting Meta Film?

MLF: Danish movies have very seldom been sold on international pre-sales and I have a few projects that are being sold in this way. Sales agents are saying that their business is slow and I think in general the movie business is really slow at this moment, due largely to the popularity and profitability of television series production.

CM: Is this driving you towards English-language production or working with English-language stars?

MLF: No. The international market is even worse than the Danish market. In the Danish market we still have the Danish Film Institute and quite a good home market for the movies, so we can find a distributor. I have a deal with SF and we still have television stations that invest quite a bit of money in Danish films. We have quite big chunks of financing for Danish products right there, so to move into international English-language movies is just moving into an even worse market. This has the effect of attracting producers to more local material.

TRANSNATIONAL TELEVISION DRAMA AND THE DANISH PRODUCER: FOUNDING SAM

It is now customary to speak of the 2010s as the ‘golden age’ of television drama, with works such as Breaking Bad (2008-2013), Mad Men (2007-2014) and Sherlock (2010-) amongst many others dominating world screen culture in unprecedented ways, often attracting the traditional audiences of middle-brow art cinema as well as many of the creative talents who would have once been working in film. We hardly need a reminder of just how central Scandinavia has been to the European branch of this small screen revolution. Wallander was a forerunner to the global successes that were ‘The Fortress’, The Bridge and The Killing, with many of these series exerting global influence by virtue not only of their own circulation but also via remakes in various countries.

Like many film producers, Foldager has moved into this segment of the market, which continues to experience a gold rush of sorts with major broad-casters, pay-television companies and digital platform operators like Netflix all searching for the next big series. Competition in this arena has created opportunities for producers, but it has also increased costs as audiences expect ever higher production values. This has led to a situation in which television drama, once supposed to be thoroughly local in orientation, must necessarily have access to international markets for both production finance and sales and distribution opportunities. Independent producers across Europe have in recent
years been seeking sales partners while commissioning broadcasters are busy co-producing with their counterparts in other countries and/or forming their own distribution arms in order to tap global markets. Seeing opportunities in this segment of the market, Foldager and collaborators and celebrated writers Adam Price and Søren Sveistrup set out to establish a production company. Given the conditions in the marketplace, they needed to find an international partner who could provide development finance and distribution support. They eventually found this partner in the form of Studiocanal, the production and distribution arm of the French pay-television company Canal Plus. Studiocanal was up to this time largely a film company but had since 2012, like many film studios, been diversifying into television drama and was eager to find production partners in Europe. Scandinavia seems to be of especial interest to the company; in addition to the partnership with SAM, they have also inked production agreements with SF and Swedish film director Tomas Alfredson's Spark TV. SAM Productions - named after the first letters in the names of the three partners - was established in 2014 and picked up its first commission shortly thereafter in the form of Rides Upon the Storm, a series to be written by Adam Price and broadcast on DR, Arte France and Arte Germany in 2017.

As these global pressures begin to be felt in the realm of Scandinavian television drama, SAM is an ideal case study for understanding what forms of collaboration are possible. Globalization, particularly in the media world, is often seen as de facto Americanization, but SAM is partnering with a major European studio to support its global push. This partnership may thus far have produced only a commission for a Danish-set, Danish-language series, but SAM also has French-language, French-set projects in development (with Studiocanal sister company Canal Plus), a situation that speaks to a direct regional influence on the part of Scandinavian producers. But for all of its seeming Europeanness, SAM is also working on English-language US projects, again complicating the narrative of one-way traffic from America to the rest of the world that is depicted in most writing about globalization. In the following passages, we see once again that it is the producer who is best placed to observe and illuminate these global cross-currents as they are beginning to shape Scandinavian, and indeed global television culture.

CM: Can you talk about the role you are playing with 5AM and the place that 5AM has in the bigger picture of European television drama as well as its relationship with Studiocanal? How did you come to get involved with the company?

MLF: I have known Adam Price for many years. He used to be a commissioning editor at [broadcast network] TV2 in Denmark and [in that role] he actually put money into my first feature film, which was a political thriller [King's Game]. After that he wanted us to make a television series based in that milieu, but we didn't and Adam did it himself [The Fortress], but I kept that dialogue with him open and said that he owed me a television series. I met with him at some point every year and at these times I discussed with him a project to start when he was done with 'The Fortress'. Toen I heard about the success of 'The Fortress' and said to him that I thought he should test out what that could bring him internationally, to find out before he took another job for a television station or anyone else how much he was worth outside of Denmark. He said that was really interesting and asked me to find out. I also said to him that he should not make a series for anyone, not even for me; he should only do it for himself and he should make his own setup and should partner up with someone who was at his level.
After a couple of months he called me and said that he had partnered up with Søren Sveistrup. They know each other very well, they’d been working together far many years as staff writers. They are very different people, both wonderful, but very different. I had never met Søren before but I said that’s a really clever move and you two guys together could make a really strong base far a production house that would attract a lot of new projects and new writers, and I think you could also attract investors, and they then asked me to try out that theory.

Before SAM, I had done two smaller television series (Mikkel og Guldkortet 'Mikkel and the Gold Ticket' [2008] and Europamestren 'European Champions' [2013]), Danish ones, but I’ve always been more into movies and I’m still into movies, but they asked me to test that out. I then started negotiating on their behalf and they asked me to run the company with them; we were going to start a company. I said yes to that - I was very happy about the idea - and then especially when I started negotiating with different possible financiers, I realized that it was very possible to get investors. I negotiated with three different potential partners and ended up going with the Studiocanal deal.

CM: How did you attract attention from Studiocanal?
MLF: Adam had a series (that SAM still has) in development that Canal Plus was really interested in. So I think he had meetings with Canal Plus and half of the executives at the meetings were with Studiocanal. I reached out to them and they reached out to us and were very eager to meet.

CM: What’s the advantage of working with a company like Studiocanal? I presume they provided you with startup development funds? Can you go into some specifics about the arrangements between your company and theirs?
MLF: Yes, they did provide startup funds. We started out with a business plan and a five-year plan, as television drama takes a lot of time to develop. It takes many years to write a television series, so if you start off with no money then you will be dead before you are done with your first series. But more than the money, I think it is also really important to have an international perspective on all of our projects from the beginning and to have them looking at the financial side from the very beginning and be able to hear their opinions about our projects and which ones they really like and which ones are far which channels. It’s always very surprising and even fun to give them some projects that I think are really international and then they say ‘no’; then there are others that I think are very local and they will reach out far it and think there is a great format far it. It is really refreshing, and it is making our work even more international than I had hoped, so that’s really good.

CM: On Rides Upan the Storm, you’ve got three broadcaster partners. How do the economics work? Do the three of them together pick up the whole budget far the project and then the international rights are in the hands of Studiocanal?
MLF: Studiocanal is putting in a minimum guarantee\(^8\) and Arte [France and Germany] is paying license and equity investment and DR is also, of course, paying a substantial portion of the budget.

CM: What kind of budget do you have far Rides Upan the Storm? I don’t need an exact figure, but is it at the high end far Danish language?

---

8. A minimum guarantee is an advance on the part of the distributor against projected income from international sales. As the term implies, the producer may be entitled to further payments should the sales prove to be greater than the distributor’s projections, but the producer is guaranteed to receive at least this sum.
CM: Is it comparable to an English language production?
MLF: Yes.

CM: Are all the projects 5AM is working on going to be in Danish?
MLF: No.

CM: So you are looking at some projects in English?
MLF: Yes.

CM: And the writers 5AM is working with, are they all Danish?
MLF: No, they are French, English, American, Swedish, Norwegian, and Danish.

CM: Interesting I noticed that 5AM has a French subsidiary.
MLF: The French subsidiary (SAM Le Français) was established in order to co-produce with Arte and also because we now have three French projects in development. One that we haven't announced yet with Canal Plus and possibly one with France Televisions and that's not been closed yet so we can't announce that yet, either, but it will be a French production.

CM: Do you find that it is difficult producing in a multi-language environment?
MLF: No.

CM: Do you speak French?
MLF: I understand French but I won't be speaking it. All of our internal discussions and communications are in English, as our contracts will be because it is pan-European. The biggest challenge is that you must rely on good writers because there is just stuff that you cannot know. For instance, as a writer, you cannot write a simple breakfast scene set in Paris if you are Danish. You don't know what they eat for breakfast when they leave their homes, when they normally take their children to school etc. How do they greet each other there? There are just so many little things to think about. That's actually the biggest challenge: the fact that it needs to be authentic, that we need to be real and therefore we need to have writers that know those things so they have to be local. So that's why when we do a French television series, we will hire French writers. Directors can easily be from other countries and the producers and so on, but the writers and the actors have to be local.

CM: And are you pitching things to American companies? Are you looking at American broadcasters as commissioners?
MLF: Yes.

CM: How do they compare with working with the European broadcasters? Do you have to do pilots? Or 22-episode seasons?
MLF: We are not that far with them yet. We do have stuff in development with [American cable network] AMC, for instance, and they are not going to ask
for parity. For now, the most difficult thing is the time difference [Laughs]. It's very pleasant to be working with them.

CM: Do you find it is getting a little bit scary out there in the ways in which a lot of the networks are seemingly cutting down on how much they work with independents? AMC now has their own in-house AMC studios that they want to produce through so they can control the rights on anything they finance. I know [American cable network] A&E is doing the same in the US, as is ITV in the UK, which is buying up a lot of the production houses. Is that increasing the pressure on an independent like SAM?

MLF: No. We have different kinds of projects and so we would like to try out this American way of working. I think it is a good way of balancing the risk within the company to have different kinds of projects and also to just have more broadcasters to work with. That way, we have more partners out there that we can go dancing with. If I see that there is an opportunity and if we don't like the conditions that any one commissioner is requiring, we can go somewhere else. Having that position, of course, also helps in the negotiation so that we get good deals.

CM: It's not limiting your opportunities, this consolidation you're seeing with some of the big broadcasters?

MLF: Not at this point, no, because we have the possibility of doing something else, so we can choose. If that was the only model and we could only be work for hire and never get to own anything ourselves, I would feel that it was a restriction. But we can actually choose and do some the American way and some the European way. In principle, I actually like that but I haven't done it yet so maybe you should ask me again in two years [Laughs].

CM: The fear with someone like ITV is that they are just commissioning less that is made by independents, and the same with the BBC and others. By prioritizing their in-house producers, they limit the number of hours that are open for independents. But it is interesting that you say that the global reach of SAM allows it to bypass this situation, that you can always take it somewhere else. Is it a good time to be a television producer with all of this global demand?

MLF: Yes, because I have Soren and Adam, and so it is a wonderful time because right now the writer is the source of the business. You need to be close to the sources or someone else can come and then come pick them up and then ride with them. The structure that we have with a writer-centred production house is also what attracts other writers, because we not only have them in the house and in ownership but the working conditions for writers are good here because the company has been created by writers. Soren and Adam know what it is like to be a writer, so they want to - and they understand that we need to - attract writers more than anything. That is what they are working on mainly, making this a place where all writers will want to be.
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